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he state of California faces some of the greatest challenges in flood management and protection in the nation. It also has some of the most magnificent and diverse riparian forests
and woodlands spanning the state’s bioregions, from the southern and central California
coastal watersheds, to the Central Valley, to the San Francisco Bay-Delta, southeastern deserts,
Sierra Nevada, and northern California mountain ranges and forests. Riparian areas provide wildlife
habitat and corridors, essential reserves, and open-spaces, filter pollutants and improve water quality, and impart other important ecological functions to watersheds. Riparian areas occur within the
floodplain and are the transition between the aquatic and terrestrial environments. But in California
today, unprecedented activities and investments at local, state, and federal levels are proceeding to
reduce the risk and scope of potential damage and loss from flooding — actions and investments
that have the potential to either harm or improve California’s riparian systems. Some of the activities include levee repair and maintenance, flood control, dam improvements, and restoration.
In the 1980s two major conferences on California’s riparian systems were held in Davis,
California, focusing on conservation and management, protection, and restoration (Warner and
Hendrix 1984, Abell 1989). In March 2001, a third conference on California riparian systems
focused on riparian and floodplain processes, habitat management and restoration, monitoring,
and partnerships in riparian area activities (Faber 2003). In December 2007, the Riparian Habitat
Joint Venture (RHJV) held the fourth such conference on California riparian systems, bringing
together the timely and critical issues of riparian conservation and flood management. This same
year, the American Society of Military Engineers, Sacramento Area Flood Control Association,
and the Floodplain Management Association sponsored several high-profile conferences on flood
management, levees, and floodplains.
In the Forward to the 2001 Conference Proceedings, Luna Leopold pointed out how much of
that conference emphasized the linkages and interrelationships of every component of and activity
in riparian systems. In deciding to hold another conference in December 2007, the RHJV recognized that many of the same priorities are still imperative and worth discussing. The similarities
can be seen in the themes on which the 2007 conference
was centered: restoration on agricultural and rangelands;
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What else has occurred since 2001? In the summer of 2005, Hurricane Katrina devastated the
entire Mississippi coast, killing nearly 2,000 people, costing over $80 billion, and extending
devastation from New Orleans, Louisiana on the coast to 100 miles inland to Alabama. The most
destructive aspect of Katrina was the flooding. But where does the next greatest threat of flooding
exist? What is the region with the most vulnerable flood protection system and the most lives,
property, and habitat at risk? The answer is California, and in particular, the Central Valley.
Focus now on wildlife, habitat, and biological communities occurring in riparian ecosystems and
floodplains of California. Riparian areas harbor a great diversity of terrestrial animal and plant
species, and in the aquatic environment are essential to the health of fishes, aquatic invertebrates,
and aquatic plants. The dramatic loss and functional degradation of California’s riparian areas,
particularly in the Central Valley, is well known and has been a topic of concern in many forums.
The RHJV, in part, exists to reverse this trend. But restoring and conserving riparian areas can be
complex and difficult. It requires action and cooperation of federal, state, and local governments,
conservation organizations, landowners, and scientists.
The 2007 conference was developed with integration and stewardship in mind. It hosted agencies,
organizations, scientists, engineers, landowners, and leaders endeavoring to protect the communities, property, and natural resources along the waterways across California. The goal was to have
these diverse stakeholders tackle the many issues before them to work toward integrating needs,
ideas, and solutions for sustaining a safe, vibrant, and healthy environment along the streams and
rivers of California. The opening Plenary Session, with its seven esteemed presenters plus keynote
speaker Dr. Donald Gray, a preeminent expert in soil bioengineering, and the concurrent sessions
created a forum for attendees to better understand the many issues before us while also providing
many avenues for solutions that provide for the meeting of many goals.
With so much at stake and with the current acute awareness of likely future flooding and loss
of riparian areas across California, there is no better time to make a commitment to integrating levee management, flood protection, riparian conservation, and wildlife protection. All those
who are concerned with riparian areas and floodplains, for whatever reason, need to forevermore
work together if the joint goals of conserving riparian ecosystems and protecting human life and
property are to be achieved. This conference was specifically designed to address the critical need
for restoring the essential biodiversity of riparian areas while also ensuring good water quality and
flood safety for our communities. Unless California addresses the integration of these two critical
needs, there will not be adequate solutions for either one.
We hope the 2007 conference will be the first of many such forums working to formulate a
collective commitment to stewardship of California’s riparian areas and floodplains. Our hope is
that conferences and workshops like this one become regular events and lead to on-the-ground
conservation and multi-objective solutions.
This published proceeding of the nearly 80 presentations and discussions that occurred during the
three-day conference will provide a significant contribution towards implementing the next steps
that need to be taken to integrate ecological restoration and conservation and flood management
in California. Doing nothing is no longer an option. The RHJV is committed to being part of the
solution into the future. Those who attended the conference demonstrated that same commitment.
Kevin Shaffer, Conference Chair
Ann Chrisney, RHJV Coordinator
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PL EN A RY SESSION

A note of anticipation hung in the cool gray mist at the early December 2007 Riparian Habitat Joint
Venture Conference, following recent controversy over potential new policies affecting vegetated
levees, which comprise a good portion of the state’s remaining riparian habitat. Addressing the
overarching theme of the conference — integrating riparian habitat and flood management in
California — River Partners’ John Carlon started off the Plenary Session on Day One by pointing
out that the vast majority of Californians have no idea what “riparian” means, but they know they
want a reliable source of
California Secretary for Resources Mike Chrisman reiterated the
drinking water, rivers with
importance of riparian habitat in California. “Riparian areas and
fish, beautiful recreational
corridors will be critical in adapting to climate change, yet they are
areas, and protection from
one of our most heavily degraded ecosystems. We now know that
floods. “Must we sacrifice
naturally functioning riparian areas and flood control systems can be
riparian habitat to achieve
complementary, and we have opportunities to integrate riparian 		
flood protection? The
answer is ‘no.’ We can use
riparian habitat to improve
flood safety while lowering
operations costs; we have
the models to do this.”

areas into flood control design. We also have the obligation to 		
mitigate for loss of riparian habitat.” Chrisman said that his agency
plans to “rethink our historic approach to mitigation,” and focus on
large-scale restoration projects
“Riparian areas and corridors
(like the San Joaquin River) and
regional-level mitigation banks.
will be critical in adapting
Partnerships with working farms and
to climate change, yet they
ranches need to be part of the restoration equation, said Chrisman,
are one of our most heavily
saying there is an “unprecedented opportunity for working landdegraded ecosystems.”
scapes to be part of riparian habitat restoration.”

— California Secretary for Resources
“Can we have our cake and eat it too?” asked the next speaker, the
Mike Chrisman
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service’s Paul Henson, referring to protecting people
from floods while conserving wildlife in floodplains. The answer, said Henson, is yes, and there
are several examples of where good floodplain management is contributing to the recovery and
possible delisting of endangered and threatened species. On the San Luis Rey River in Southern
California, the Corps cleared some vegetation for flood control, and left a fair amount for the
endangered least Bell’s vireo. With habitat preservation efforts like this one, the vireo has begun
to recover, and delisting is being considered. Other examples of managing riparian areas for floods
and species include the hundreds of restoration projects, such as the setback levee projects on the
Bear River, at Hamilton City, and at O’Connor Lakes, that have been planted with elderberries
for the valley elderberry longhorn beetle. A Sacramento River National Wildlife Refuge project
created swales to transmit high flows across a former agricultural landscape while leaving habitat
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“Riparian restoration and
conservation are almost
always compatible with
flood safety goals.”

— Paul Henson,

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

for neotropical migrants, and vegetation was restored to the Truckee
River to lower water temperatures for the cui-ui, a threatened fish.
“Riparian restoration and conservation are almost always compatible
with flood safety goals,” concluded Henson, adding that policymakers, conservationists, engineers, and private landowners must work
together in the future, or “we’re just going to lose these species.”

One such private landowner is Bruce Hafenfeld of the California
Cattlemen’s Association, who spoke next. Hafenfeld operates a family ranch in Weldon, raising commercial calves and cows both on private property and on a federal
grazing allotment in the Sequoia National Forest. “We’ve come a long way to arrive at the day
when cowboys and the Corps of Engineers are invited to speak at a conference like this,” quipped
Hafenfeld. Hafenfeld has enhanced habitat on his ranch and entered into a perpetual conservation
easement to ensure that his Kern River Valley property is maintained as a working ranch. During
times of drought, irrigation ditch water and its associated riparian habitat provide the only habitat
available for species like the willow flycatcher, said Hafenfeld. But putting together a conservation easement took about eight years of working with multiple agencies, a frustrating process.
“Our goal all along was to do a conservation easement to protect habitat and our way of life,” said
Hafenfeld. “We put our money where our mouth is. We developed a management plan for 1.3
acres along the Kern River Preserve, went after a wetland reserve grant, and developed habitat that
increased opportunities for species to come onto my land. We were trying to show that we were
not a liability, but an asset.” Hafenfeld said the most important lesson learned in the process was
that putting together an easement, while it shouldn’t have taken as long as it did, took strong leadership and a willingness for agencies to “get out of the box. You won’t be able to work with people
like me otherwise,” said Hafenfeld. Hafenfeld said he is not the only rancher who is frustrated by
agency bureaucracy, and that he has worked with the Cattlemen’s
Association, conservation groups, and state and federal agencies
“We’ve come a long way to
to put together the California Rangeland Conservation Coalition,
arrive at the day when 		
which will help preserve 30 million acres of rangeland and habitat
in the San Joaquin Valley. The Coalition was formed when ranchers
cowboys and the Corps of
started to complain that the Fish & Wildlife Service was not doing
Engineers are invited to speak
enough to protect ranchland, and neither were conservation groups.
at a conference like this.”
“So we locked a lot of folks in the same room with one door, and
—Bruce Hafenfeld,
didn’t get out until we agreed,” said Hafenfeld. “I never thought I’d
sit across the table from a gentlemen from the ‘leaping frog institute.’
But this is the future, when you bring coalitions of bipartisan groups together.”

California Cattlemen’s Association

PRBO Conservation Science’s Ellie Cohen built on the theme of partnerships in her talk on
climate change and riparian areas. “The water wars of the past will be nothing compared to the
future if we don’t start working together,” warned Cohen, agreeing with Hafenfeld that “it’s going
to take leaving behind business-as-usual attitudes to change things. We’re in that locked room.”
Climate change is happening now, said Cohen, with more frequent and catastrophic flooding,
including levee failures. To mitigate those floods and failures, floodplains should be widened and
restored, with benefits for both people and wildlife. “We have no time to lose,” said Cohen. “The
21st century challenge is going to be managing these systems for flood control and ecosystem
functions. They have to be integrated, or we won’t survive,” said Cohen. “We require healthy
ecosystems and ecosystem services — like pollination — to survive.” The Central Valley Joint
Venture has preserved approximately 110,000 acres of riparian habitat, with 10,000 acres to be
added over the next five years, said Cohen. “Yet we don’t even have a map of total riparian habitat
4
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“We have no time to lose.
The 21st century challenge
is going to be managing
these systems for flood
control and ecosystem
functions.”

or a common definition of floodplain.” The potential exists for preserving 800,000 more acres of riparian habitat, said Cohen, acres that could
sequester carbon, which would help fight the effects of climate change,
and, if restored, could help increase biodiversity.

The Department of Water Resources’ Lester Snow told the crowd
that multiple objective resource management is the way of the future,
as reflected in the new Bulletin 160 — and that includes riparian
corridors. “We’ve messed up some of our watersheds, but we need to
— Ellie Cohen,
look at riparian communities as part of the larger system. If you’re not
PRBO Conservation Science
taking care of the upper watershed, you’re not taking care of the riparian corridor.” With climate change and more precipitation falling as rain than snow, said Snow, a
100-year flow event is actually going to become more of a 60-year flow event. “So when you think
you’ve contained an event, you probably haven’t.” The answer, said Snow, is to focus on increasing
floodplain storage. Snow cited the Yolo Bypass as an example of an
impressive way to preserve farming and offer a relief valve for large
“If you’re not taking care of
flows. “We need to look at more of these opportunities where land is
the upper watershed,
still available,” said Snow. “Preserving ag land can help facilitate flows
you’re not taking care of
for riparian corridors.” Snow said the state is working on a master
plan for flood control, and that Assembly Bill 5 requires land use
the riparian corridor.”
plans to start accounting for flood risk in their safety elements.
— Lester Snow,
DWR
But “flood control” is an oxymoron, said Brigadier General, Commander John McMahon
of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. “Flood risk management is how the Corps is looking at it,”
said McMahon. “Our other goal is to improve public safety in the context of flood protection and
risk management of levees. How can we make the current situation better? Once you’re in a flood,
you’re out of control.” After Hurricane Katrina, said McMahon, the Corps realized it cannot provide absolute protection. “The 100-year flood project may now be a 70-year project due to climate
change,” said McMahon. “There’s always a residual risk.” The past attitude on the part of the public
that “the government will protect us” needs to change to fellow citizens
assuming part of the risk, said McMahon. “Then we can engage in a
“Tolerable risk is a good
collaborative process to achieve ‘tolerable risk.’ It’s a good question
question for the citizens
for the citizens of California to deliberate right now.” McMahon said
comparisons between New Orleans and the Delta are “almost scary,
of California to
both with populations behind levees.” But here we have the “privilege
deliberate right now.”
of hindsight without a national tragedy.” In working with California on
— Brigadier General,
its levees, said McMahon, “the Corps will continue to evolve, contribCommander John McMahon,
ute, and listen. What we should be doing is leveraging federal resources
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
to support the state’s plans.”
The Sacramento Area Flood Control Agency’s Stein Buer echoed the previous speakers, commenting that agriculture and environmental restoration and flood protection go hand in hand.
“Why are the conditions right for this to happen now?” asked Buer. “There are huge problems
from a flood protection perspective: We can no longer trust a levee because it’s there. It has to be
proven effective.” To that end, said Buer, the Corps and the state will need a well-financed and
well-thought-out plan for levee standards. Buer’s agency got an 82% approval rating to establish a
local flood control assessment district: “People are paying attention, they care, they were awakened
by Katrina, they remember the floods of ’86 and ’97,” said Buer. “We have the agencies, the funding, and local support; the moment is here.”
5
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Donald Gray, the keynote speaker, wrapped up the Plenary Session. Gray gave a history of the
vegetation-on-levees issue going back to the 1970s, when, he said, research on the effects of clearcutting hillsides unequivocally showed that tree roots stabilize slopes: When trees were removed,
the frequency and extent of slope failures increased. In the 1980s, a research study initiated and
funded by the U.S. Army Waterways Station on the influence of woody vegetation on earthen
levees, focusing on the Sacramento River, found that roots “significantly increased the stability
and integrity of the levee. We found no evidence of root penetration across or through the levee.”
Then Hurricane Katrina happened, prompting two major independent investigations by the Interagency Performance Evaluation Team
“Blaming the poor
(IPET) and the Independent Levee Investigation Team. “Blaming the
performance of the levees in
poor performance of the levees in Katrina on woody vegetation was
Katrina on woody vegetation
not justified or supported by either report,” said Gray. “Nonetheless,
the Army Corps issued a draft whitepaper directing the clear-cutting
was not justified or
of all vegetation over two inches tall from the levees themselves, and a
supported by either report.”
mandatory 15-foot buffer zone at the inboard and outboard toes.”
In California, a mandate like this could mean deforesting “hundreds of miles of levees,” said
Gray, levees that are “the main source of remnant riparian forests.” And the controversy has
spread to other states. Gray walked the crowd through the alleged disadvantages and limitations
of woody vegetation, but said there are ways of getting around problems that may be attributed
to vegetation on levees. “There is a false association of vegetation with failures,” said Gray. “It’s
like saying the rooster crowing causes the sun to rise.” Gray then described some of the damage
mechanisms—such as a break or breach in the levee—that can cause a levee to fail. An important
failure mechanism, said Gray, is foundation under-seepage, which can
heaving or a blowout on the landward side of a levee. If you have
“There is a false association cause
upward flow and a critical gradient, “watch out,” said Gray. “You lose
of vegetation with
shear strength, and the soil becomes ‘quick’ when you reach a critical
failures. It’s like saying the gradient. If you have a ‘quick’ condition on the landward side of the
rooster crowing causes levee, it doesn’t matter whether there is a tree there or not. The tree
topples when the levee fails, not vice versa. Many different damage/
the sun to rise.”
failure mechanisms were in play in New Orleans, in which the presence of trees played little if any role.”
Most woody vegetation appears to have a beneficial influence on the structural integrity and
stability of levees, said Gray. The roots of woody vegetation growing on a levee reinforce the soil
mantle and can significantly increase resistance to shallow, sloughing failures. Vegetation also
improves resistance to scour and erosion that can occur during overtopping, and can armor and
protect a levee against lateral or tangential surface erosion during high flows. The main adverse
effect occurs in the case of tall, isolated trees growing on a levee that are prone to wind throw or
that promote turbulence and erosion around their base, said Gray.

“Willows and cottonwoods
Levees can be managed for both access and habitat, said Gray, by
choosing appropriate plant species, by locating them properly, and by
are quite supple and
using certain pruning techniques. Gray has found that willows and
flexible, and in a flood tend
cottonwoods are “quite supple and flexible,” and in a flood tend to “bend
to bend over and
over and protect the bank.” Roots of trees or woody vegetation generally
protect the bank.”
provide the greatest soil reinforcement and slope stability. In contrast,
grass cover provides only “intermediate stability,” and levees with only
multiple, residual dead roots (as a result of clear-cutting) are the least stable. Residual, dead roots
will eventually decay, cause weakness, and create potential seepage conduits.
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“If tree toppling or windthrowing is an issue, alternatives to
removing the tree completely can include pruning techniques
such as stub cutting, pollarding, and coppicing,” said Gray.
These techniques lower the tree crown and reduce overturning moments. He also cited the need for more research to
determine appropriate levee vegetation management policies
and practices. The foremost need he listed was to determine
the threat hierarchy from all levee damage and failure
mechanisms and to establish procedures for ranking these
threats for a particular levee system. m
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CONCURRENT SESSIONS
CLIM ATE CHANGE
California State University Chico’s Nobel Laureate Jeff Price began this session by proclaiming
that climate change is either a “coming disaster or a great opportunity depending on how it is
embraced, mitigated for, and adapted to.” What seems inevitable at this point, however, said
Price, is at least a 1°C increase in global temperatures, and more likely an increase of 2-3°C above
pre-industrial times. The bottom line, said Price, is that a 2°C increase — or more — per decade is
non-sustainable from an ecosystem point of view. At this point, said Price, “We are well past any
possible adaptation for ecosystems. Unless someone invents a giant carbon vacuum cleaner, we are
committed to this level of warning.” In the western states, said Price, temperature has increased
2-5°F; the number of days above 90°F has increased; and precipitation (while generally increasing)
has decreased in the Central Valley. Snow season has decreased by more than 16 days, said Price,
with snowmelt occurring earlier. One possible impact on riparian systems everywhere: In areas
that will receive less rainfall due to climate change, more water will need to be diverted from
natural systems to grow crops. That means less water for riparian habitat, said Price. If we do not
seriously reduce carbon dioxide emissions within 15 years, said Price, it will be very difficult to
hold global warming to 2°C (where the European Union has drawn the line), which is already bad
from an ecosystem perspective. Price concluded on a pessimistic note. “I question the ability of
humans to look beyond our own lifetimes. No one wants to think about things that take decades
to fix.”
But California State Parks and Recreation Commission’s Caryl Hart said her agency is definitely
thinking about — and trying to plan for — climate change. “It’s the most pressing environmental
issue of our day,” said Hart. Parks are “fixed” protected areas, and while you can set aside land for
a particular species, said Hart, if conditions become less inhabitable, that species will just move
right out. “We are focusing on species that can’t move out, planning for northward and upslope
movement.” State Parks is coordinating with other public land agencies, land trusts and private
landowners, said Hart, to try to create bigger reserves with more varied topography, and to create a
matrix of habitats using conservation easements so that species can “move from reserve to reserve.”
Other efforts including removing barriers to dispersion, creating
dispersal bridges, and acquiring new conservation areas. State Parks
“Think outside the box:
is also restoring wetlands and acquiring riparian corridors with the
What is going to happen to
Department of Fish and Game and U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, and
has begun a “cool parks” initiative in which it tries to reduce its annual
these birds, these trees?
emissions. “We are switching to solar and renewable energy in our
We have an obligation to
parks,” said Hart, adding that they plan to sell “green tags” to visitors
think about things in
that will help support renewable energy. Educational and interpretive
a different way.”
efforts about climate change will be ramped up too, said Hart. Her
— Caryl Hart, take home message? “Think outside the box: What is going to happen
California State Parks and
to these birds, these trees? We have an obligation to think about things
Recreation Commission
in a different way.”
“We need to think inside the watershed,” recommended Brock Dolman of the Occidental Arts
and Ecology Center. “Watersheds are our life boats. How do we batten down the hatches?
Watershed by watershed.” Dolman said that riparian systems are inherently set up to be resilient if
we allow them to function. Where they are damaged, we can restore them, said Dolman, using soil
8
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bioengineering to plant and stabilize and make them more resilient to larger, more violent storms.
Another recommendation: creating “mini riparian vignettes” in our landscapes adjacent to development to help absorb stormwater and recharge groundwater. “We need to be local and catch rain
where it falls. We need to decentralize — every house should have a water tank, for example.”
International Rivers Network’s Patrick McCully concurred with the ideas of decentralization and
resiliency. “We need rainwater harvesting in poor areas and cities. And removing structures like
dams and in some cases levees that fragment systems will increase their resiliency.” Such structures
are “maladaptations” to climate change, said McCully. “Dams are designed for a static climate.
None of the world’s largest dams are designed to withstand change in hydrology.” In the face of
more floods due to climate change, said McCully, “hard path flood control will be counterproductive.”
The Department of Water Resources’ Ted Frink concluded the session with another dam-related
warning. “We are going to see a perfect storm with climate change, growing population, and more
intense storms. We are going to be pushed to the edge,
“We are going to see a perfect storm
as are anadromous fish that rely on releases from dams.”
Frink suggested that Californians need get involved powith climate change, growing
litically to push for getting fish past dams, especially with
population, and more intense storms.
all the support for new infrastructure (which will likely
We are going to be pushed to the
include new dams and storage facilities) passed in bond
edge, as are anadromous fish that
measures by voters recently. “If we don’t start looking at
that, all the billions of dollars we’ve spent to restore lower
rely on releases from dams.”
reaches for fish will be for naught. Even those pristine upper
— Ted Frink,
habitats will be on the edge of being able to support fish.”
DWR

L E V E E S : M A I N T E N A N C E A N D V E G E TAT I O N M A N A G E M E N T
With riparian resilience in mind, levee maintenance was among the hotter topics of the conference. The California Department of Water Resources’ David Showers began this session by
proposing that, since so many levee districts have a scorched earth policy, one solution is to go
offsite and do large-scale restoration as mitigation for lost riparian habitat on levees. Showers
described some impressive restoration work done in the Delta, on Decker Island. Thirty-five acres
on the north tip of the island were restored to emergent marsh, riparian forest and scrub, oak savannah, upland grassland, and shallow water habitat. Despite a setback when a large portion of the
restoration project burned in a fire on July 4, 2005, many of the natives came back, Bermuda grass
is being controlled, and there is now a mosaic of habitat where there was previously only weeds.
The site is being monitored for fish use. “Non-native fish use it all year,” said Showers. “Native fish
do use it in the spring. We hope to find a way to enhance the site for Delta smelt and splittail, but
no one really knows what ideal Delta smelt habitat is.”
Scorched earth is not the policy for levees at the San Joaquin River National Wildlife Refuge
complex, even though “it’s a highly altered landscape that’s been leveled and leveed,” said the
Refuge’s Kim Forrest. As part of the second largest riparian restoration project in the state, altered
features (the levees) were used to mimic natural features. During floods, the riparian brush rabbit
uses the 23,000 linear feet of vegetated levees, plus 35 mounds scattered throughout the site, said
Forrest. “We want to build bunny freeways across the levees, with dense shrubby vegetation on
the slopes and a clear area across the road surface. At the toe, we have different vegetation that is
mowable to one foot.” Over the next 10 years, refuge managers will continuing restoring 36,000
additional lineal feet of levees, said Forrest. “It’s crucial that we use those areas as refugia for rabbits and other wildlife.”
9
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The Army Corps’ Les Tong took the traditional approach to levees, describing how they are still
the number one measure used by the Corps to reduce flood risk, followed by evacuation plans,
outreach to communities, and zoning measures. Tong stressed that no matter what measures are
put in place, there is always a residual flood risk.
River Partners’ Daniel Efsaeff showed how, instead of being viewed as an
“Tree roots act almost like
obstacle, levee vegetation can actually further flood control goals. It can
rebar in reinforced
increase soil shear strength, reduce water velocity, armor banks, attenuate
concrete.”
wind and boat wake, trap sediment, slow river meanders, anchor and rein- 			
force the soil, improve soil quality and infiltration capacity, and reduce many types
–Daniel Efsaeff,
River Partners
of erosion. “Tree roots act almost like rebar in reinforced concrete,” said Efsaeff.
U.C. Davis’s M.L. Kavvas presented the results of his flume studies of sandbar willows, in which
he found that willows decrease water velocity toward the bottom of the flume and increase it at
the top. Contary to decades of flood control engineering thought, “Willows increase flood flows,
not reduce them,” said Kavvas. He also found that willows decrease erosion from the bed and that
roughness increased with bare soil.
Stillwater Science’s Noah Hume and the Army Corps’ Michael Dietl inventoried levees along the
Sacramento River that could be affected by potential Corps policies restricting levee vegetation,
and found that out of 785 levee miles, 118 or more would be at risk of being clear-cut, possibly
impacting hawks and other raptors while creating more habitat for unwanted burrowing animals.
“We need to look at the risks versus the benefits and figure out if there is a better use for the
money,” said Hume.
URS’s E.J. Koford thinks he has a better way to spend the money. Good levee repair projects can
and should be implemented in less than a year, said Koford, and should protect the public, mitigate for impacts on-site, maintain or improve biological diversity, and improve fish habitat. Over
the past several years, with its federal and state agency partners, URS has designed and repaired levees using a stable 3:1 slope design, and a mix of native vegetation, trees, instream woody structure,
and substrate designed to optimize conditions for wildlife and resident and anadromous fishes.
SAFCA’s Peter Buck said his agency thinks vegetated berms are “critical.” Citing past floods on
the Sacramento and American Rivers, Buck suggested that vegetated levees prevented catastrophic
failures. “Vegetating levees is a proactive approach rather than reacting to failures after they occur,”
said Buck, who cited Jeff Hart’s use of brush boxes and posts on rivers as especially effective
techniques.

LEVEE SETBACKS
Levees were the focus of another concurrent session, this time on meeting multiple objectives with
setback levees.
One effective way to create or preserve habitat while helping control floods is through the use
of setback levees. The new setback levee at the confluence of the Bear and Feather rivers was the
focus of the first session. EDAW’s Anne King explained how $3 billion from Proposition 1E was
used to remove the old levee (and create the new setback levee) in order to restore ecological processes to the floodplain. On the engineering side, said King, the setback levee provides “a levee of
known integrity, with reduced repair and maintenance” while habitat advantages included a larger
floodplain, restored habitat, and targeted species recovery. A key design consideration was to avoid
fish stranding, said King.
10
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PWA’s Eric Ginney discussed the importance of floodplain activation flows — defined as flows
that inundate the floodplain long enough to feed fish, and frequent enough to significantly benefit
the ecosystem — in designing setback levees. “It provides a more
ecologically-based target for floodplain grading depths than other
“The floodplain activation
benchmarks such as the two-year flood elevation.” The floodplain acflow is a useful tool to
tivation flow is a useful tool to evaluate and compare potential project
sites and design enhancements, said Ginney. He concluded by telling
evaluate and compare
the audience that there are huge opportunities in the Central Valley
potential project sites
for reducing flood hazards while restoring habitat through the use of
and design enhancements.” setback levees, including more areas on the Bear and Feather rivers.
— Eric Ginney, “If you have physical processes covered [in your design], you probably
PWA
have it all,” said Ginney, summing up.
EDAW’s Debra Bishop discussed the reasons why setback levees have not been used more often
to date. Obstacles include the costs of acquiring land, relocating infrastructure, and avoiding
impacting archeological resources; loss of farmland and local revenues, politics, and fish strandings.
In some cases, developers have paid for setback levees, said Bishop. To improve the process, Bishop
suggested using safe harbor agreements, working groups, cost-sharing, and streamlined permits,
and planting in rows for cost-effectiveness.
Her colleague from EDAW, Chris Fitzer, explained that the Bear River setback levees are part of
a multi-phase plan for the Yuba, Feather, and Bear Rivers. The new floodplain created by virtue
of the setback levee creates a refuge for fish during peak high flows, said Fitzer, while the shallow
water and shaded riverine habitat offer native fish productive rearing areas and protection from
predatory fish such as striped bass. Setback levees offer both the opportunity to achieve improved
flood protection while restoring important floodplain and riparian habitat for a variety of sensitive
fish species in Central Valley rivers, concluded Fitzer.
Returning to the Feather River, Michelle Ng of the Department of Water Resources described
how an interagency collaborative process handled an impasse that was blocking the Department
of Fish and Game’s O’Connor Lakes Ecological Reserve program. Multiple agencies with disparate agendas had their own interests — including the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, mandated to
protect the endangered valley elderberry longhorn beetle and its host plant, blue elderberry. But
managing for beetle habitat was seen as conflicting with floodway maintenance. “To anyone trying
to do a project, it’s a nightmare,” Ng said. She recounted how local stakeholders were won over by
a Fish & Wildlife Service Biological Opinion that created the equivalent of a safe harbor agreement, potentially setting a precedent for future collaboration.
“Floodways are the only places river processes are happening anymore
“Riparian revegetation can
in the Central Valley,” said River Partners’ Tom Griggs. He summarized restoration work at O’Connor Lakes, informed by models that
provide quality wildlife
were calibrated for the 1997 flood event. Planting trees would have
habitat and facilitate flow
altered the velocity of Feather River flows, violating the criterion of
conveyance and sediment
flood neutrality. “Flexible shrubs instead of trees gave a flood-neutral
transport.”
result,” Griggs said. And shrubby planting created good quail and
pheasant habitat in an area heavily used by upland bird hunters. Most of
— Tom Griggs,
River Partners
the planted vegetation survived the floods of 2005-2006, and the designed
high-velocity stream corridor did its job of moving sediment. “Riparian revegetation
can provide quality wildlife habitat and facilitate flow conveyance and sediment transport,”
Griggs summed up.
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Restoration efforts on lower Deer Creek, a tributary of the Sacramento, must address the legacy of
a 1949 flood control project. “The local congressman brought home the project in the late 1940s,”
said U.C. Berkeley’s Matt Kondolf, the final speaker of the session. “What was on the floodplain
to protect? A few orchards and lots of cows. What a great place it used to be before he dragged
that piece of pork home.” The project was questionably effective; there is still significant flooding
with levee failures. Deer Creek’s channels were simplified by flood control, but it’s still in better
shape than the Feather and is vital for spring Chinook salmon runs. Restoring channel complexity would increase hyporheic exchange, benefiting the salmon. The issue now is whether levees
can be set back far enough to allow floodplain reconnection. Houses on the floodplain present a
constraint, but Kondolf said he has seen constraints change: “Restoration is really a social question,
not a technical question.” He said alternatives are being presented to landowners, and “things are
moving along.”
In a closing panel discussion, session chair Michael Perrone commented that levee setbacks
appeared to meet environmental protection and flood management objectives at the same time
and place. He noted that the state has promised to develop a new flood plan based on multipleobjective management, with a series of workshops pending — a valuable opportunity for input.
Setbacks may be only one component of such a plan. “Setbacks only provide local flood protection,” Perrone continued. “We need another set of solutions to handle
extra water and that can have major habitat benefits themselves”—
“It’s possible to have
such as new bypasses in the Sacramento and San Joaquin basins,
agriculture and habitat
providing habitat for waterfowl and fish. “Three of yesterday’s speakand better flood protection.” ers said they wanted more water back into the floodplain. A system
like that will preserve agriculture and I don’t see another way to keep
— Michael Perrone,
DWR agriculture in the Valley. It’s possible to have agriculture and habitat
and better flood protection.”

R E STO R ATI O N O N AG R I CU LTU R A L L A N D S
The presenters at the Restoration on Agricultural and Rangelands sessions obviously agreed with
Perrone. The NRCS’s Jack Alderson began the first one with a poetic description of how manmade boundaries between agricultural and other lands are arbitrary from a wildlife or physical
processes perspective. “Gravity creates connectivity, organizes the landscape,” said Alderson. But,
he added, some man-made features, such as diversion canals and fences, can also act as barriers to
wildlife passage and natural processes.

“There are 17,000 miles of
Removing barriers to restoration is what Hedgerow Farms’
irrigation canals and ditches
John Anderson is hoping to do, leading by example. “There
are 17,000 miles of irrigation canals and ditches in the Central
in the Central Valley.
Valley,” said Anderson. “If we restored just 10% of them to
If we restored just 10% of
riparian corridors, we could dramatically increase the amount of
them to riparian corridors,
riparian acreage in the state.” Using natural streams as templates
and working cooperatively with landowners, Anderson has begun
we could dramatically increase
restoring stream bank functions along a 2.5 mile stretch of a mathe amount of riparian
jor irrigation distribution canal in Yolo County, planting it with
acreage in the state.”
native grasses, sedges, and rushes, and trees in some spots.

— John Anderson
On lower Putah Creek, a rich riparian corridor supports almost all of the
focal species of the Riparian Habitat Joint Venture, said the Lower Putah Creek Coordinating
Committee’s Rich Marovich. However, in large part due to Monticello Dam and the way it has
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altered hydrology on the creek, bank erosion and invasive species are a problem. Seventy-two percent of the riparian land on the lower creek and its tributaries is privately owned, so cooperating
with landowners is critical, said Marovich. “Regulation prevents the worst outcomes, but collaboration produces the best.” Other lessons learned are that agencies and regulators need to accept
landowner concerns at face value. Often, their concerns and values
are the same as those of agencies and regulators, said Marovich.

“Restoration of riparian
habitat and floodplain
ecosystems on private lands
is benefiting many bird
species, including special
status species.”

PRBO Conservation Science’s Ryan DiGaudio monitored bird
abundance, diversity, and species richness on private lands in the
Central Valley, focusing on managed wetlands, post-harvest flooded
croplands, restored native grasslands, and restored riparian areas.
DiGaudio found that restoration sites older than five years support
more avian diversity, and that private lands harbored many noteworthy species and species of concern. “Restoration of riparian habitat
— Ryan DiGaudio and floodplain ecosystems on private lands is benefiting many bird
species, including special status species,” said DiGaudio.

Bruce Rominger is one of those private landowners who is looking for opportunities to offer
habitat for wildlife and improve water quality. Rominger says just about everyone has some ground
they are not farming that can be used for restoring habitat. “It may not be the classic riparian
habitat, but similar species of animals and birds are using it,” said Rominger. Even narrow strips
can help attract birds like quail and beneficial insects. “I like to believe that we’re going in the right
direction by increasing biodiversity. Every little bit helps.”
Another landowner doing good works — on 7,000 acres — is Scott Stone of the Yolo Land
& Cattle Company. Stone re-uses water from a nearby tomato-canning factory in an area that
receives less than 24 inches of rain per year. He uses rotational grazing,
and put his land in a conversation easement. “If we hadn’t done that,
“We do these projects because
in 10 years, there would be houses and lights all over this mountain.”
we want to. Farmers and
Stone has fenced off ponds, and planted native perennial grasses, trees,
ranchers want to see
and shrubs. He also works with high school students on planting projects, and has seen the return of western pond turtles on his property.
clean air, clean water,
Stone’s motivation? “We do these projects because we want to. Farmers
a healthy environment.”
and ranchers want to see clean air, clean water, a healthy environment.”
— Scott Stone,
But partnerships and funding are critical, said Stone. “Everything costs
Yolo Land & Cattle Company
more than you expect.”
NRCS’s Thomas Moore described technical and cost-sharing assistance available through his
agency and showed an example of an impressive project funded through the Wetland Reserve
Program, called Chorro Flats. A 63-acre agricultural field was enrolled in a conservation easement
program, and a channel was reconnected with its floodplain, capturing 150,000 tons of sediment that otherwise would have flowed into Morrow Bay, said Moore. Project partners were the
landowner, the Coastal Conservancy, the Coastal San Luis RCD, and the NRCS. These riparian
restoration activities have benefited listed steelhead and red-legged frogs as well as all the marine
species in Morrow Bay, said Moore.
U.C. Davis’s Michael Lennox shared the results of his studies of riparian restoration projects
on North Coast ranches. Lennox studied 89 sites on ranches where riparian restoration funded
through NRCS’ EQUIP program has taken place over the last 20 years, comparing active
restoration—where planting and soil bioengineering were used—with passive restoration sites
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that excluded cattle and deer from riparian areas. “Passive restoration brought in native trees,” said
Lennox, “but there was greater species richness with planting.”
A panel discussion included some down-to-earth advice about the future of restoration on private
agricultural land. “Ag is the best thing we have going right now instead of little ranchettes,”
said Bruce Rominger. “But we need to be able to produce and stay competitive economically.
Environmental groups need to know that a carrot works better than a stick.” Rominger added
that he is willing to work — and is in fact working with — regulators who come onto his land
with an open mind, “not trying to shut someone down.” Scott Stone thinks urban dwellers need
to learn more about what goes on on working landscapes. “Farmers and ranchers have to be able
to make a living. There has to be enough of a financial incentive so you can spend time and energy
and money doing restoration. But wildlife and farming and ranching can be mutually beneficial.”
And, said Anderson, “It takes a farmer to talk to other farmers. We still don’t have enough farmers
doing it.” Anderson’s work revegetating irrigation canals inspired several other farmers, including
Rominger and Stone.
In the final session on agricultural and rangeland restoration, non-profit and agency folks
described their partnerships and projects with private landowners. Audubon California’s Chris
Rose described projects he has implemented with private landowners, including Hedgerow
Farms, along with the Center for Land-Based Learning,
NRCS, and RCDs in Colusa and Yolo counties. “We’re
“The number one issue is space.
trying to enhance economic conditions for the farmers, to
Every time we work with a
do restoration that doesn’t negatively impact them,” said
landowner, they are always
Rose. “The number one issue is space. Every time we work
with a landowner, they are always talking about room. But
talking about room. But in order
in order to do a viable wildlife project, we need as much
to do a viable wildlife project,
room as possible.” There also tends to be a certain “culture
we need as much room as possible… that comes along with irrigation ditches and how they are
These are the places that were once organized,” said Rose. Many landowners are afraid of their
canals looking like a jungle. To tackle the problem, Rose
grand riparian jungles.”
says he often widens the canals by grading back the banks
— Chris Rose,
and creating a small floodplain. “These are the places that
Audubon California
were once grand riparian jungles,” he said.
Ducks Unlimited’s Marc Kenyon talked about his agency’s landowner incentive programs. Ducks
Unlimited partners with the Department of Fish and Game to create riparian habitat on marginal lands, said Kenyon, to try to reverse the declines of endangered species. “We’ve had positive
results.” Ducks Unlimited/DFG have signed three-year management agreements with landowners for restoration on 15 properties, during which time the agencies will help control weeds, offer
technical, financial, and irrigation assistance, and supplemental planting. To qualify for its new
“agricultural buffers initiative” program, land must be privately owned within the Central Valley
and adjacent to the San Joaquin or Sacramento rivers or their tributaries. The property must be
grazed on or planted (in crops) during three of the last five years, said Kenyon, and the landowner
must be willing to provide a 50-200-foot buffer and to exclude cattle or conduct prescribed grazing. A non-profit needs to implement the project, and “we like to see some level of interest from
the landowner.” Projects that adjoin land owned by DFG or DWR are desirable, too, said Kenyon.
“We’re trying to create connections.”
For 20 years, Audubon California’s Reed Tollefson has been working to preserve habitat connections on one of California’s largest contiguous willow-alder riparian forests at Audubon’s Kern
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River Preserve. A big problem is invasives — salt cedar, pepperweed, and purple loosestrife — and
while the state has acquired lots of land in the watershed, controlling invasives means working
with private landowners, too, said Tollefson. “Ironically, the weeds smoothed the way for better
land protection easements.”
In contrast, in the upper Klamath Basin, much of the land is privately owned, said U.S. Fish &
Wildlife’s Heather Ray. This makes riparian conservation and management complex, said Ray. She
offered some lessons learned partnering with private landowners, particularly after one restoration project was cancelled mid-way through. “We should have better considered the landowner’s
original goal and his ties to the land,” said Ray (it turns out that one of his children had died
years earlier when the stream flooded). “We should not have tried to
convince him to adapt to Fish & Wildlife Service goals vs. the other
“Restoration needs to be
way around.” Another project on the Sprague River was more succommunity-based vs.
cessful after land ownership changed. Although the initial owner had
consultant-initiated.”
refused to exclude cattle, the new landowner had heard about cattle
exclusion through the local watershed council and had done a few such
— Heather Ray,
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
projects on his own and watched the land recover, said Ray. Her bottom
line? “Restoration needs to be community-based vs. consultant-initiated.”
On the lower Mokelumne River, Kent Reeves, for 10 years a biologist with East Bay Municipal
Utilities District, now with Yolo County, worked with private landowners to set up a watershed
stewardship program, including a safe harbor agreement that allows landowners to plant elderberries (habitat for the valley elderberry longhorn beetle) but not be punished if they need to remove
some of the shrubs later on. Seventy-two percent of the lower watershed consists of agricultural,
working landscapes, said Reeves; of that 72%, 40% is planted in wine grapes. “The key thing was to
work with private landowners,” said Reeves. “I did a lot of listening.” But much of the stewardship
plan has been led “ground up,” said Reeves, with many landowners initiating restoration projects
on their own, some using their own money.

OTHER PARTNERSHIPS
Of course not all riparian restoration projects are with farmers. River Partners’ Tad Alexander
explained how at the Turtle Bay Bird Sanctuary on the Sacramento River, before restoration could
proceed, his agency partnered with goats — and a shepherd — to tackle Himalayan blackberry,
Arundo donax, and tree-of-heaven on 47 acres. The grazing goats cleared the way for other eradication methods, including hand-removal and the use of some herbicides. After the invasives were
removed, native woody species were planted. This approach prepared the site to pre-planting
conditions in only six weeks, said Alexander, with minimal damage to existing riparian habitat.
Matthew Grabau of Geosystems Analysis described his partnership with the University of
Arizona and the U.S. Department of the Interior to study the feasibility of large-scale riparian
restoration on the lower Colorado River using direct broadcast of native seed. Benefits of native
seed application include maximizing genetic diversity, potentially high plant densities, improved
native species habitat, and competitive advantage over saltcedar and other undesirable species.
Challenges include the fact that fluffy native seeds are very difficult to keep in place, and that sheet
flow from irrigation can move seed around. And because the seed is applied early to mid-summer,
it must be kept moist.
In an urban setting, the Santa Clara Valley Water District found out the hard way that partnering
with citizens is critical, said the District’s Kristin O’Kane. An initial plan to implement a gabion
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flood control project on a stretch of Adobe Creek ran into trouble when a local agency refused to
grant the necessary right-of-way after outcry from concerned residents. The District had to rebuild
trust with the community before it could come up with an acceptable design, said O’Kane. What
works instead, she told the crowd, is establishing mutual objectives, allowing the community to
take the lead, and adjusting the collaborative process as you go along.
Also in Santa Clara Valley, the Santa Clara County Creeks Coalition’s Richard McMurtry
described his group’s success in generating a broader base of community support and advocacy for
streams. Tactics included phone surveys, videos to present to neighborhood organizations, working with local flood control districts to get friendlier creek policies adopted, and working with the
regional water board to evalute permit applications.

“Restoration is expensive.
Public participation is key.”

— Sheri Emerson,

Santa Rosa Public Works Department

Moving to the northern part of the Bay Area, Santa Rosa Public
Works Department’s Sheri Emerson said citizens advocated for the
city to develop a creek-friendly master plan. A highly visible downtown restoration project has promoted field trips to the creek and
the construction of creekside trails. Otters and Chinook salmon are
using the creek, said Emerson. “Restoration is expensive,” she added.
“Public participation is key.”

MIG’s Dave Dickson explained how, in nearby Napa, citizens rejected four Army Corps flood
control proposals for the Napa River. In 1998, a half-cent sales tax was approved by voters, and
almost $500 million raised at the non-federal level for a collaborative, “living river” plan for the
river. Hay fields at the river’s mouth were converted to tidal wetlands, giving the river back some
floodplain, while eight bridges were replaced, and railroad tracks and buildings in the floodplain
relocated. The result is a vibrant urban riverfront, said Dickson, that has inspired restoration efforts
upstream as well.
In Napa, Marin, and Sonoma counties, The Bay Institute has been working with teachers, students, restorationists, and the community to implement riparian restoration projects. To date, the
STRAW (Students and Teachers Restoring a Watershed) program has restored over 32 acres, by
planting natives and removing invasives on ranches and public land. The Institute’s Emily Allen
told the audience that in 15 years, there has not been one student injury. One famous project that
appeared on the cover of California Farmer magazine began when some students wanted to do
something to help the federally endangered California freshwater shrimp on Stemple Creek. With
help from the STRAW program, they worked with landowner Paul Martin to build a bridge for
cows, and revegetated the creek with willows. PRBO Conservation Science monitors bird diversity
on the restored sites.
And sometimes partnerships involve regulatory agencies. Yolo County’s Kent Reeves described the
programmatic safe harbor agreement put in place on the lower Mokelumne (see Restoration on
Agricultural Lands section), while Fish & Wildlife’s Ken Sanchez described his agency’s use of
conservation or mitigation banks, of which there are now an estimated 56,000 acres in the state
(compared to 13,000 acres in all other states combined). On the plus side, conservation banks are
a free-market enterprise that offers private landowners economic incentives to protect natural
resources, said Sanchez. They save developers time and money by providing them with the certainty of pre-approved compensation lands, provide for permanent protection and management of
important habitats, and are generally large enough to be ecologically self sustaining and/or part of
a larger conservation strategy. On the downside, mitigation is controversial, and questions remain
as to how well the banks’ ecosystem functions can be assessed.
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The Army Corps’ Matthew Vandersande examined hardscape bank stabilization projects throughout the Los Angeles area, finding that most such projects are put in when developments are placed
too close to the edge of a bank and on the outside bends of meanders. To preserve riparian areas,
development along eroding banks should be minimized, said Vandersande. He suggested that in
the future, the Corps will be more interested in setbacks and soil bioengineering to protect banks.
And the Corps’ Jae Chung pointed out that factors outside of the riparian corridor —
how developed a landscape is — can affect wildlife populations as well.

FLOOD CONTROL AND TERRESTRIAL WILDLIFE
Wildlife was the focus of two sessions. The Thursday session on Flood Control and Terrestrial
Wildlife ranged from the Sacramento and San Joaquin and their tributaries to the coastal watersheds of southern California and the creeks feeding Mono Lake, east of the Sierra Nevada. Most
of the speakers presented studies of riparian birds like the bank swallow and least Bell’s vireo,
but rabbits, toads, and turtles had their own moments. If there was an overall message, it was the
dynamism of riparian ecosystems and the need to preserve or replicate the natural processes—
including floods and channel migration—that sustain wildlife populations.
Leading off, U.C. Davis’s Steven Greco discussed how flood control systems in the Sacramento
Valley could be redesigned to conserve floodplain ecosystems and wildlife. The goal would be
an ecological network of core areas, buffer zones, and corridors to allow wildlife to survive in a
human-dominated landscape: “We try to find patches of suitable habitat and connect them by
corridors.” Properly done, this could reduce the need for species listings.
“Believe it or not, Florida is way ahead of us in terms of a statewide ecological network,” said
Greco. For the Sacramento River, the issue is defining the minimum dynamic area: how far levees
should be set back to allow river channel migration to create a mosaic of floodplain plant communities. The current flood control system was designed in 1915, without hydrologic data to guide the
design. Greco contended that the system now “needs a new vision incorporating more contemporary societal values.”
USGS’s Barbara Kus reported the impact of flood control measures on the San Luis Rey River
in Orange County on a federally endangered songbird, the least Bell’s vireo. Devastated by
cowbird nest parasitism and habitat loss, the species had rebounded to a high of 120 nesting
pairs along this managed river: “one of the highest density sites I’ve seen,” said Kus. But plans for
channel maintenance call for mowing vegetation, potentially affecting half the vireo population.
Emergency clearing in the winter of 2005-2006 appears to have had no consistent effect, positive
or negative, on nest success. Vireo numbers at the site declined, but this reflected a regional trend
and could not be attributed to vegetation treatment. Kus stressed the need to continue monitoring
as the full channel maintenance program is implemented.

“It’s a grand experiment,
huge biodiversity on top
of 4 or 5 million people
in the watershed.”

— Richard Zembal,

Orange County Water District

Also in Orange County, the Santa Ana River watershed has the largest drainage in coastal southern California. Richard Zembal of the
Orange County Water District reported that Santa Ana’s Prado Basin
has the largest least Bell’s vireo population in existence, protected
by the trapping and removal of parasitic brown-headed cowbirds.
Other endangered species in the watershed range from the Santa
Ana River wooly star, a plant, in the upper reaches to the light-footed
clapper rail at the river’s mouth. Zembal described successful efforts
to control Arundo donax (giant reed): “A lot of people said it couldn’t
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be done.” But some formerly nightmarish locations are now Arundo-free, and about 1,800 acres
have been restored to native willow and cottonwood. Watershed stewards are also battling invasive
crayfish and African clawed frogs. “It’s a grand experiment,” concluded Zembal, “huge biodiversity
on top of 4 or 5 million people in the watershed. You can’t just fence it off and walk away from it.”
Shifting the focus to the Sacramento Valley, Joe Silveira of the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service gave a
status report on Riparia riparia, the bank swallow. State-listed as threatened, the colonially nesting
swallow is a Riparian Habitat Joint Venture focal species. Over 70% of its California population
nests on the Sacramento and Feather Rivers, burrowing into their
banks. Population size has fluctuated from a low of 4,400 pairs
“[Bank swallow] habitat is
in 1998 to a current estimate of 8,010 pairs at 38 colonies. “Its
ephemeral — lost and created
habitat is ephemeral,” said Silveira, “lost and created continually as
the river reworks the floodplain.” Almost half the suitable habitat
continually as the river
between Red Bluff and Colusa has been lost to bank armoring.
reworks the floodplain.”
Silveira emphasized the need for future flood control projects to
— Joe Silveira,
consider the bank swallow’s nesting habitat requirements, even if this
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
involves removing riprap.
River Partners’ Stacy Small described efforts to reestablish the endangered riparian brush rabbit
along the Stanislaus River at the San Joaquin River National Wildlife Refuge. The range of this
small, secretive rabbit has always been limited, and most of its habitat is gone, leaving scattered
populations vulnerable to flood, fire, and disease. Aided by captive breeding, the restoration
program met a setback in 2006 when extended spring flooding led to near-total mortality of the
rabbits that had been released on the refuge. Released rabbits also experienced heavy losses to
predators. Small described an adaptive-management response that includes constructing mounds
and berms as high-water refugia for the rabbits and planting more of the native shrubs they need
for cover. Current plans also call for revegetating natural high ground and levees and providing
densely vegetated corridors between low ground and high ground sites.
No less than birds and mammals, reptiles and amphibians are key components of riparian fauna,
and many California taxa are state or federally listed as threatened or endangered. Returning
to southern California, USGS’s Robert Fisher assessed the status of three imperiled species,
the arroyo toad, California red-legged frog, and western pond turtle, each with its own habitat
requirements. Arroyo toads, which need low-gradient streams with sandy substrates, have suffered
from changes in hydrologic regimes and the introduction of non-native predators. Almost extinct
in southern California, the red-legged frog requires deep pools in
permanent streams and is vulnerable to fire effects, disease, and inva“As soon as you have human sives. The San Francisquito Canyon population may be lost because
access, people start
of fire-related debris flows. The western pond turtle, California’s only
dropping off their pets.” native aquatic turtle, is losing ground to non-native turtles. “Exotic
— Robert Fisher, red-eared sliders are showing up faster than we can remove them,”
Fisher said. “As soon as you have human access, people start dropping
USGS
off their pets.”
PRBO Conservation Science’s Chris McCreedy, lead author of the Desert Bird Conservation
Plan, recounted the mixed fortunes of a riparian-obligate bird in a recovering ecosystem. Absent
from the Mono Basin for over 50 years, willow flycatchers were found nesting along Rush Creek,
a tributary of Mono Lake, in 2000. Following litigation over diversions, Rush Creek has been
flowing continuously since 1986, and riparian vegetation has returned. The flycatchers, the only
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known population in the Eastern Sierra, nest not in willow but in
“If we weren’t doing
Woods’ rose. “If we weren’t doing monitoring, we wouldn’t know
monitoring, we wouldn’t
the rose was important,” said McCreedy. But the flycatchers remain
vulnerable to cowbird nest parasitism, and the Rush Creek population
know the rose
has declined since its peak in 2004. McCreedy also reported that Rush
was important.”
Creek now has California’s densest population of yellow warblers, another
— Chris McCreedy,
riparian specialist.
PRBO Conservation Science

Wearing her PRBO Conservation Science hat, Stacy Small returned to describe
her dissertation research at the University of Missouri-Columbia on the survival of black-headed
grosbeak nests in restored riparian habitat on the Sacramento River. The grosbeak is a neotropical
migrant and canopy nester. Small identified nest predation as the most important cause of nest
failure, and looked at a number of variables including timing of floods, proximity to farmland, and
whether the nest site was in restored or mature habitat. “Flood timing was the only variable that
showed any effect on nest survival and predation,” she concluded. “Floods close to the breeding season may depress nest predator populations, particularly rodents, resulting in higher nest
survival.” This underscores the importance of naturalizing the flow regime for riparian floodplain
restoration.
Nadav Nur, also with PRBO Conservation Science, had another take on the relationship between
flood events and riparian songbird populations, based on an 11-year study at the Cosumnes River
Preserve. Presenting data mainly on song sparrows, he showed that spring flooding had a negative
effect on recruitment the following year. But winter floods had a different, beneficial impact: “The
greater the winter flooding, the greater the recruitment the year after the flood — but only for
restored sites.” Similar trends were documented for common yellowthroats and spotted towhees,
although these showed no difference between restored and mature sites. Winter flooding appears
to improve breeding conditions for these birds, perhaps via vegetation growth or increased insect
populations. But with the variations among site, species, and hydrography, “there’s no one single
prescription,” Nur cautioned.

“If you build it, who will come?” was the question posed by California State University Fresno
graduate student Karl Kraft, presenting his thesis research on landbird response to riparian
restoration at the San Joaquin River National Wildlife Refuge. Studying fallow fields planted with
native species in 2002, he tried to determine if revegetation — a process complicated by the 2006
flood — created suitable habitat for a functional bird community. Kraft found 51 of a potential 88
riparian bird species in the early-successional restored sites, which had a more diverse bird community than remaining fallow fields. Ground-foraging seed-eaters — habitat generalists — led
other guilds in species diversity and abundance in these sites. Except for black-headed grosbeaks,
riparian-dependent species remained uncommon. Ultimately, Kraft said, restoring a full riparian
bird community would require breaching levees to bring back the natural flooding regime.

“There’s no one variable
or combination of variables
that will benefit all birds.
Birds need a mosaic.”

— Julian Wood,

PRBO Conservation Science

PRBO Conservation Science’s Julian Wood looked at habitat
relationships of breeding birds along the San Joaquin River upstream
from the refuge. His goal was to identify key habitat features for
Riparian Habitat Joint Venture focal species (song sparrow, tree swallow, common yellowthroat) and others. The most important habitat
variables for common yellowthroat were shrub cover, water cover, and
cattails, suggesting that this warbler would benefit from floodplain
restoration. Song sparrows showed positive associations with water
cover and cattails, negative associations with tree richness and low
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herbaceous cover. For tree swallows, snags for nesting were critical. Some features, Wood pointed
out, were important for multiple species. His conclusion: “There’s no one variable or combination
of variables that will benefit all birds. Birds need a mosaic.”
Every restoration project is unique in some ways. Ryan Burnett, also with PRBO Conservation
Science, has worked on lower Clear Creek, a tributary of the Sacramento River, where riparian
habitat was badly degraded by mining. He found that some focal bird species, notably song sparrows, have higher nesting success on restored sites than remnant sites. However, species richness
is consistently lower in restored sites: “We’re not recruiting all the species back onto these plots.”
Spotted towhee and yellow-breasted chat densities remain higher on remnant sites, which have
more low structure for nesting. Lessons from this effort include the need to retain the remnant
habitat patches that some birds require, and to allow flood flows to regenerate early-successional
habitat that other species prefer. Clear Creek is a natural candidate for horticultural restoration:
“You’d better build it, plant it, and hope.”
The final speaker of the session, PRBO Conservation Science’s Christine Howell, looked at the
relative values of endangered, sensitive, and focal bird species as indicators of the success of riparian restoration projects in the Central Valley. Although the nesting of a pair of least Bell’s vireos
at the San Joaquin River National Wildlife Refuge in 2005 and 2006 was a significant event, this
represents only one data point in 39 “project years” of detection opportunities. Adding in other
federal- and state-listed and special concern species covers only 5% of potential detections. But by
combining rare species with riparian focal species like song sparrow and spotted towhee, ecologists
are “able to say a lot more about what is happening” on restoration sites. The expanded metric
shows a doubling of bird species diversity since restoration, and increasing reproductive success as
restored plots mature.
A panel discussion explored the challenge of maintaining riparian
“I’d like to offer a plug
bird species that need early successional habitat. “That’s the biggest
for actually having the
challenge of riparian restoration today: how to keep succession moving in the absence of the natural factors that promote it,” said Barbara
natural processes instead
Kus. Cattle grazing and Native American extractive access have been
of having to simulate them.”
proposed as surrogates for natural disturbance processes. Nadav Nur
— Nadav Nur,
offered “a plug for actually having the natural processes instead of having
PRBO Conservation Science
to simulate them.”

FLOOD CONTROL AND FISH
Natural processes — particularly those of rivers overtopping their banks into floodplains — is at
the core of some new studies about fish. Ted Sommer, with a decade of research under his belt on
fish, floods, and food in the Yolo Bypass, presented some new science about salmon on floodplains.
“The old assumptions were that the bypass and floodplains were
bad for fish,” said Sommer. “But the floodplain is a food source, not
“In channelized rivers,
a death trap for salmon.” Some fish spend up to one to two-and-a
it’s easy for fish to get picked
half months in floodplains, said Sommer, while others flow through.
off by predators.
Sommer has found that when the floodplains drain, there are some
isolated ponds left behind, but that most salmon get off of the
They seem to thrive
floodplains successfully. Compared to the Sacramento River, said
in flooded rice fields.”
Sommer, the bypass has a rich diversity of bugs, and when overbank
— Ted Sommer,
flows occur on the river, the fish fare better in the bypass. “In chanDWR
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nelized rivers, it’s easy for fish to get picked off by predators,” he concluded. “They seem to thrive
in flooded rice fields.”
U.C. Davis’s Dennis Cocherell presented more new science about fish in floodplains. On the heels
of Sommer’s research and M.L. Kavvas’s work on willows in a flume (see Levee Maintenance
section above), DWR’s Stefan Lorenzato thought it might be interesting to see how young fish
reacted with the willows in the flume. Working with U.C. Davis’s Kavvas, Joseph Cech, and
Dennis Cocherell, and River Partners, Lorenzato studied the energetics of juvenile Chinook salmon added to the flume with the willows,
“Young salmon preferred
calibrating their tail beats with water velocity and oxygen consumpto be down amongst
tion. The findings, explained Cocherell, were that the young salmon
preferred to be down amongst the stems, where velocities were slower.
the stems, where velocities
Cech explained that it may be that the young fish can hold their
were slower.”
station better there, staying at approximately the same place within the
— Dennis Cocherell,
flume without using much energy. That could give them more energy for
U.C. Davis
growth or moving or reproduction.
Other studies on fish in floodplains are underway too. With funding from the Army Corps, Jones
and Stokes’ Bill Mitchell is developing a floodplain habitat assessment model based on the life
history and habitat relationships of Chinook salmon. The results will inform a potential setback
levee project on the lower Feather River, said Mitchell.
Meanwhile, the Army Corps’ Michael Dietl has studied 130 miles of rock revetments placed
along the Sacramento River banks over the past nine years as part of the the Sacramento River
Bank Protection Project (another 100,000 linear feet are identified as in need of repair), and found
that those revetments caused loss of fluvial functioning, habitat quality (even with mitigation),
and direct impacts on eight endangered species, among them the Delta smelt, Sacramento River
winter-run Chinook salmon, Central Valley spring-run Chinook salmon, Central Valley steelhead,
and the green sturgeon. During 2006 and 2007 the Sacramento District of the Corps of Engineers
repaired 28 sites using new, less damaging bank protection methods, including wetland trenches,
instream woody material, and floodplain benches.
Coho salmon are the focus of the non-profit group SPAWN in the San Geronimo Valley’s
Lagunitas Creek watershed. Paola Bouley and Todd Steiner described SPAWN’s toolkit of efforts
to save the largest remaining wild runs of coho along the California’s central coast. Although
much of the upper watershed land falls within a 100-foot stream conservation area, said Bouley,
there are infringements upon the conservation area, including development in the floodplain and
pollutants like nutrients, pathogens, fire retardants, and paint in the creek. With Prop 13 and
50 grants, SPAWN is working with private landers to soil-bioengineer eroding banks, and with
the county to repair eroding unpaved roads, with the goal of reducing sediment in the stream.
SPAWN occasionally uses strategic lawsuits to enforce the conservation area, but more often
outreach efforts including billboards that ask people to avoid grading and dumping in the creek
during spawning season.
“We want to focus on creating riparian habitat as well as stabilizing the banks,” said Bouley. “Coho
rely on that riparian habitat. We are trying to do model projects to show people that you don’t just
have to dump rock on the banks.”
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FLOODPLAINS
Fish need floodplains, but so do rivers themselves and entire ecosystems. Yet, said Chris Bowles,
formerly with Phil Williams Associates, “There’s very little floodplain management going on at
the moment.” Through landscape modifications, hydrologic, hydraulic, and geomorphic changes,
floodplains (“the sponges of our ecosystems”) have become disconnected from their rivers. Bowles
stressed the need to prioritize which floodplains to preserve from development with levee setbacks and other tools. This will mean incorporating non-traditional
objectives, such as the rearing needs of anadromous fish. Exemplary
“There’s very little floodplain
successes so far include the Yolo Bypass (being managed by the
management going on at
Department of Fish and Game for multiple objectives) and levee
setbacks on the Bear and Feather Rivers. “Traditional hydraulic/
the moment.”
hydrological approaches may have been perceived to have worked from a
— Chris Bowles
single objective, flood control perspective, but now we are entering a new era of
floodplain management and we need to include multiple functions.”
“As a geomorphologist I get really excited about sediment and stream dynamics, but I’ve learned
quite a bit about vegetation,” said Ken Schwartz of Jones & Stokes, kicking off his presentation on
in-channel vegetation management in Sonoma County. He deals with watersheds in an intermediate state of alteration (“not the Los Angeles Basin, but not the Bear and Feather Rivers either”)
inhabited by sensitive species like freshwater shrimp. Sonoma County Water Agency channel
maintenance has a large vegetation management component: pruning, thinning, mowing, planting. Both native plants like arroyo willow and invasives like ludwigia can choke stream channels.
“Thinning for impact [on flood conveyance] is not the whole story,” Schwartz said. “If you’re
managing for impact, you’re putting things back in” — for example, planting white alders to shade
the channel and limit cattail growth.
A postdoctoral student at UC Davis, Theresa S. Talley concentrated on a significant floodplain
plant species, the blue elderberry, host for the federally threatened valley elderberry longhorn
beetle. Blue elderberry is a common shrub, but its habitat requirements are not fully understood,
and its survival rates in restoration sites are variable. Talley studied elderberry distribution on
Cache Creek, Putah Creek, and the Cosumnes and American Rivers. Hydrologic processes
accounted for the presence or absence of elderberry, but variations in local density were only
partially explained and may result from stochastic processes such as seed dispersal by birds. She
said her research can inform planting plans for the shrub. Whether the beetle will show up is
another matter; only one in 20 elderberry restoration sites ends up being colonized by the insect.
Floodplains are expected to flood, but exceptional flood events pose a special challenge for restoration projects. Lauren Singleton works with River Partners, which replanted 800 acres of the San
Joaquin River National Wildlife Refuge in 2002 with 13 native tree and shrub species. In April
2006 the San Joaquin flooded nearly all the refuge’s restoration sites, which remained submerged
until August. Post-flood surveys showed variations in survival rates among plants. Singleton
reported that coyote brush and blue elderberry did not tolerate flooding at all; California rose and
California blackberry had low survival rates; cottonwood, buttonbush (button willow), Oregon ash,
and black willow were highly flood-tolerant. Adaptive management strategies for the restoration
area include using species that performed well in 2006 in sites with long-duration flood potential,
reserving flood-intolerant species for high ground, and improving drainage for elderberry. Plant
species performance will also be studied in a laboratory setting.
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Closing the first floodplain session, Dan Efseaff, also with River Partners, described multiobjective floodplain management on the Sacramento River. The mix of stakeholders includes
the Princeton, Codora, Glenn, and Provident Irrigation Districts and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service, which manages an adjacent riparian sanctuary as part of the Sacramento River National
Wildlife Refuge. Outreach, Efseaff said, was critical: “It started with a public meeting attended
by 70 people; in Glenn County that’s quite an event.” Protection for
the irrigation districts’ pumping plant and its fish screen had to be
“We have beautiful silt;
addressed. As for restoring the weed-grown sanctuary site, “we wanted
we can grow anything.” a flood-neutral design allowing for habitat and conveyance. We have
— Dan Efsaeff, beautiful silt; we can grow anything.” So far the project’s Phase I, a
River Partners
feasibility study, has been completed; some difficult issues, including
bank swallow habitat, will be tackled in the next round.
U.S. Fish & Wildlife’s Kenneth Griggs began the second half of the floodplain session with an
evaluation of wildlife response to a large-scale riparian restoration project at the San Joaquin
River National Wildlife Refuge: fallow agricultural land was restored to 1,430 acres of riparian
forest and 700 acres of wetlands (see summaries above). Often in restoration projects, monitoring
gets overlooked or is underfunded, said Griggs, but in this case, 10 studies — of small mammals
including the riparian brush rabbit, songbirds, invertebrates, and plants — have been conducted
since 2002 by Fish & Wildlife and its partners. Nine attributes of
restoration success outlined by the Society for Ecological Restoration
“Long-term studies are
are being monitored, said Griggs. Results so far show that restored
the key. Simply put, project
habitat is being colonized or supporting many wildlife taxa or is
on a trajectory to do so; however, species like the valley elderberry
success can’t be judged
longhorn beetle and riparian brush rabbit will optimally need more
without monitoring.”
mature habitat. “Long-term studies are the key,” concluded Griggs.
— Kenneth Griggs,
“Simply put, project success can’t be judged without monitoring.”
U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Future monitoring, said Griggs, will incude reptiles, bats, large mammals, and fish.
On the Tuolumne River, said the Tuolumne River Trust’s Patrick Koepele, restoration work has
succesfully increased floodplain inundation. “We’ve had dramatic success with the 5 to 10-year
flood frequency.” In terms of plant success, cottonwood has done well, while California rose and
blackberry struggled a bit due to frequent inundation. “Other than the recruitment of cottonwoods due to the increase in floodplain inundation, we have had to be active in our restoration
approach,” said Koepele, adding that fish have already used the new floodplains. “This shows that
flood corridors and restoration sites can be compatible,” said Koepele, adding that the restoration
approach heavily depended on groundwater depth. Plants that tolerate saturated soils, such as
cottonwoods and willows, do well with shallow groundwater, while those that are less tolerant of
perennially saturated soils, such as oaks, need to be planted on higher terraces where groundwater
depths are greater.
Even in urban areas, rivers can be reconnected with their floodplains, Petaluma’s Pamela Tuft
and Dean Eckerson told the crowd. In the 1990s, Petaluma (which prefers to call itself a “river
town” rather than a “tidally influenced slough town”, quipped Tuft) restored 7.5 miles of the river,
reconnecting floodplain with floods. “We are a national flood insurance project city, so we use that
designation as an opportunity: It reduces land values and developability.” Still, said Tuft, some of
their zoning dated back to 1958. “You could put parking lots in the floodplain.” And even though
the city’s new general plan prohibits floodplain development, a great deal of the community had
already been built within the 100-year floodplain.
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The city worked closely with environmentalists, bureacrats, and politicians on the project, which
was funded by a California Department of Water Resources Urban Streams Restoration Program
grant. “Get the political will behind you,” advised Tuft. Eckerson’s advice was to “save that first
step and not hire a consultant not in touch with your reality. Or do the first [design] sketch
yourselves.” The first consultant the city hired was more of a “tried
and true hydraulic engineer who wanted to straighten and widen
“Save that first step and
the river,” said Eckerson. “We abandoned that consultant. We knew
not hire a consultant not
what we wanted to see out there. We wanted to restore a floodplain
in touch with your reality.
in a balanced river settting and to lower flood elevations.” Other
Or do the first [design] sketch goals included little or no maintenance, a low-flow channel, and improvements in water quality. The results so far? Said Tuft, “It’s doing
yourselves.”
very well; the terrace performs perfectly, particular for the smaller
— Dean Eckerson, storm events. As it is only phase 1 of many, the real results for larger
City of Petaluma
events won’t be seen until the future phases are completed.”

MAPPING AND MODELING
And last but not least, California’s riparian areas need to be mapped — to date, there is no
map of total riparian areas, as PRBO Conservation Science’s Ellie Cohen pointed out in the
plenary session. Leading off the mapping and modeling session, EBMUD’s James Jones described
a vegetation mapping effort on the lower Mokelumne River, part of the EBMUD Water Quality
and Resources Management Program, that has been used to inform riparian restoration efforts.
The mappers devised their own vegetation classification system, used aerial photos to assign habitat classes, then ground-truthed the mapped area. Despite urban incursions, 452 hectares of native
riparian forest remained in the mapped river corridor. The project allows planners to connect
the fragments of better habitat. “We have enough islands,” said Jones. Cooperating stakeholders
include the Lodi-Woodbridge Winegrape Commission, whose “Lodi Rules” require retention
of riparian vegetation on vineyard property. Jones also discussed the nuances of goat grazing in
controlling invasive blackberry: “It’s important that you work with someone who understands the
nature of a goat.”
Another mapping effort, of the Upper Sacramento between Colusa and Red Bluff, is still a work
in progress. Chuck Nelson, of Chico State University’s Geographic Information Center, explained
that it was a component of two CALFED programs and will update a 1999 riparian map. Unlike
the Mokelumne project, the Sacramento mappers will use the California Native Plant Society’s
rapid assessment protocol and its riparian classification system. Aerial photography has been
completed, to be followed in May 2008 by ground surveys from GPS points. Data on plant cover,
geology, and soil will be added to a database for each site.
Moving to computer modeling, Ryan Luster of The Nature
Conservancy introduced the recently developed Sacramento River
“We ultimately want to
Ecological Flows Tool (SacEFT). This decision analysis tool can
compare species and water
“define how flow characteristics and associated management actions
flow in different water years
would influence the creation and maintenance of habitats for native
to develop a flow regime
species that occur on the river,” said Luster. The model uses six
focal species: Chinook salmon, steelhead, green sturgeon, western
that will benefit
pond turtle, bank swallow, and Fremont cottonwood. Multiple relationmultiple species.”
ships between the species’ life history stages and different driving variables,
— Ryan Luster,
including gravel augmentation and bank armoring, can be identified on a daily
or multi-year basis. SacEFT incorporates scenarios for a higher Shasta Dam and the
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proposed Sites Dam. “We ultimately want to compare species and water flow in different water
years to develop a flow regime that will benefit multiple species,” Luster concluded.
Another ambitious effort is being organized: the statewide mapping of California’s riparian areas,
filling in what Joshua Collins, with the San Francisco Estuary Institute, called “the big hole in the
map of wetlands of California.” Since the state has no formal standard definition of “riparian area,”
the Riparian Habitat Joint Venture adopted the National Research Council’s definition, which
does not require vegetation or natural conditions. In the mapping process, first-order channels will
be delineated, coded for width, and assigned a vegetation type; hillside riparian zones will need
to be adjusted for slope. Pilot projects are planned for the San Francisco Bay Area and the South
Coast. The results “can provide a detailed comparison of current and historic conditions, recreating
the environment at the time of European contact,” said Collins.
Larry Rodriguez of Robertson-Bryan, Inc. explained how FLO-2D, a two-dimensional software package, was used in planning floodplain restoration on the lower Cosumnes River, the last
undammed river on the west slope of the Sierra Nevada. The recent history of the Cosumnes River
Preserve includes the unplanned growth of the “Accidental Forest” after a 1985 levee breach. The
preserve’s partners are now looking at intentional breaching farther
upriver as part of the Twin Cities Road Floodplain Restoration
“We’re fairly confident
Program. “The objective,” Rodriguez said, “is to reconnect the river to
we can make this floodplain the floodplain to get the kind of inundation frequencies that support
flood and it can be an
floodplain functions in a way that doesn’t have to be constantly managed.” Floodplain values would include seasonal habitat for Chinook
appropriate place to do
and Sacramento splittail. Hydraulic modeling with FLO-2D
restoration.” salmon
has been used to evaluate alternative breach sites. Rodriguez was
— Larry Rodriguez, optimistic: “We’re fairly confident we can make this floodplain flood
Robertson-Bryan
and it can be an appropriate place to do restoration.”
Closing out the Mapping and Modeling session, Thomas Smith of Ayres Associates described
how another two-dimensional hydraulic modeling package, RMA2D, can be used to assist
riparian restoration. Two-dimensional modeling allows comparison of velocity and water surface
elevation differences among revegetation scenarios. He sees it as “a lot more user friendly in
dealing with folks who don’t understand modeling. It’s a great communication tool, especially to
anti-vegetation types. Believe it or not, there are people who don’t like vegetation on the levee
or in the floodway.” Such tools will be needed when California’s levees feel the impact of more
stringent Federal Emergency Management Administration documentation requirements, and a
pending Department of Water Resources flood plan revision. But the changes will allow “time to
incorporate environmental features we didn’t do when we built the system.” m
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“Flood corridors and restoration can be compatible.”
— Patrick Koepele, Tuolumne River Trust
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THE IMPORTANCE OF FLOODPLAINS
TO RIVERINE ECOSYSTEMS AND

FLOOD MANAGEMENT
Functional floodplains are essential to
riverine ecosystem health. They provide
the spatially- and temporally-variable
structure that supports diversity of
species. Most of the formerly extensive
floodplains of the Central Valley of
California are now isolated from the
river system due to levee construction
and reduction in flood peak stages due
to regulation, diversions, and channel
bed lowering. Traditional river engineering approaches have also resulted
in unsustainable infrastructure for
flood management over the long-term.
Traditional, single-focus approaches
to floodplain management must be
developed into holistic, multi-objective
approaches in order to maximize the
potential, not only for our ecosystems,
but also for more sustainable flood management and planning. Decisionmakers
must understand the extent of functional,
as opposed to relict, floodplains within
the system, as well as the importance of
ecosystem processes, such as spawning
and rearing of native fish, that occur only
on lands that are flooded frequently and
for relatively long durations. They must
also understand the symbiotic benefit of
levee setbacks and attenuation of flows
for flood management. Relevant recent
advances in geomorphic and hydrologic
science include:
• Methodologies for assessing “streamway” widths and for quantifying the
extent of functional floodplain on
lowland rivers and streams that have
been leveed, regulated, and whose
channels have been modified, known as

the “floodplain activation flow” or FAF,
with examples of where these methodologies have been applied.
• Decision support tools being developed
to identify and prioritize ecologically
and hydraulically beneficial floodplains.
The Yolo and Sutter bypasses were huge
feats of engineering, but they were part
of a system designed for static hydrology. We now need to identify which of
our floodplains are most important for
attenuation, setbacks, and preservation
for multiobjective management.
MORE
INFO? chrisbowles@mac.com
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CBEC
ANDREW COLLISON, JOHN STOFLETH,
ERIC GINNEY, AND ELIZABETH ANDREWS
PWA, LTD.

TAKE HOME POINTS
• We need system-wide, holistic, multiobjective approaches to floodplain
management.
• We need to develop traditional
hydraulic and hydrologic approaches
to include agricultural and ecosystem
functions, and water supply considerations.
• The cumulative benefit of multiple
attenuation/setback sites should not be
underestimated.
• We need a rigorous decision system for
the identification and prioritization of
sites. Let’s get the biggest bang for the
buck.
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FLOOD CONTROL, IRRIGATION DISTRICT FACILITIES
PROTECTION, AND RIPARIAN RESTORATION
ON THE SACRAMENTO RIVER
In 2004, River Partners and an interdisciplinary team began studies to explore
measures to protect the Princeton,
Codora, Glenn, and Provident Irrigation
Districts’ (PCGID-PID) pumping
plant and fish screen facility and develop
restoration options for the Riparian
Sanctuary, a component of the
Sacramento River National Wildlife
Refuge. This project represents many of
the issues that face floodplain managers:
balancing multiple objectives, addressing
public concerns, and grasping complex
river processes. This CALFED-funded
project employs an open, science-based,
interactive process in order to educate
stakeholders and foster consensus
on sound solutions. The project uses
sophisticated computer models to gain

a better understanding of river meander
and the interaction of restored vegetation
on flood flows. More importantly, the
project team has used modeling, site data,
and ecological information in an interactive manner to reach viable solutions and
bring together divergent interest groups.
Divergent objectives in flood control,
channel migration and bank protection,
and habitat restoration often create conflicting solutions. Although significant
challenges lie ahead, the project process
appears to have generated viable options
and support for a joint project that meets
multiple objectives. For example, one of
the leading alternatives would improve
bank protection, allow river meander, and
restore riparian forest.
MORE
INFO? defseaff@riverpartners.org
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TAKE HOME POINTS
• The restoration site once supported a
complex mosaic of riparian forests but
is now dominated by non-native plants.
• Active restoration is appropriate on
500 acres of the site.
• The restoration project has a strong
science foundation and strong partners.
• The project promotes inclusive, persistent, appropriate outreach.
• The project sincerely evaluates
options and is responsive to changes
and comments.

FLOODPLAINS

FLOOD CORRIDOR AND RIPARIAN RESTORATION
ON THE TUOLUMNE RIVER

The January 1997 flooding in California
set a new benchmark by which floods on
Central Valley rivers are judged locally,
prompting flood managers to consider
new approaches to reducing flood damages. In 2000, California voters approved
Proposition 13, which established the
Flood Protection Corridor Program
managed by the Department of Water
Resources (DWR). This new program
was designed to reduce flood damages
while improving habitat. In 2002, at
the Big Bend Floodplain and Riparian
Restoration Project, the Tuolumne
River Trust and its partners, including
DWR, the USDA-Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS), the
East Stanislaus Resource Conservation
District, NOAA Fisheries, the California
Wildlife Conservation Board, and the
FishAmerica Foundation, purchased
permanent floodplain easements (held
by the NRCS) and restored 240 acres of
floodplain and riparian habitat.

The project was designed to improve
channel-floodplain connectivity, and to
improve habitat conditions for native
riparian vegetation, Sacramento splittail,
and salmonids, while removing invasive
vegetation and preserving flood conveyance capacity to reduce the risk of flood
damage. Earth work consisted of notching private farmer-levees to improve
channel-floodplain connectivity. Planting
of trees and shrubs was undertaken
over three seasons and completed in
the spring of 2007. Planting of herbaceous vegetation took place in the fall
of 2007-winter of 2008. Through this
project, we have seen several successes,
including improvement in floodplain
inundation frequency. Increased inundation frequency has allowed for increased
utilization of the floodplain by migrating
salmonids while also contributing to the
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TUOLUMNE RIVER TRUST

revegetation efforts at the site. Lowelevation fields have exhibited significant
natural recruitment of cottonwoods,
while planted fields have required little to
no irrigation during the first two summer
seasons. This floodplain project is
important because it has created the
foundation for a flood corridor along the
lower Tuolumne River with significantly
enhanced riparian habitat.
MORE
INFO? patrick@tuolumne.org
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EFFECTS OF LONG-DURATION FLOODING
ON A SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY
RIPARIAN RESTORATION SITE
In 2002, River Partners planted approximately 800 acres of fallow field
with native riparian vegetation on the
West Unit of the San Joaquin River
National Wildlife Refuge (Refuge). At
the completion of this restoration project
in 2005, River Partners had achieved an
overall woody species survival of 77%.
Heavy, extended spring rainfall in 2006,
combined with melting of a large snowpack in the Sierra Nevada mountains,
increased the mean daily flow of the
San Joaquin River to near-record levels
through the spring and summer of 2006.
As a result, areas of the Refuge were subject to flooding at depths of 1 to nearly 3
meters for 3 to 5 months. The plantings
were submerged for the majority of the
growing season. In the fall of 2006 we
surveyed 20 permanent monitoring plots
to determine plant species survival and
response to long-duration flooding. We
recorded whether plants were dead, alive,
or regenerating, counted new shoots and
roots, and recorded physical indications
of flood depth. In 18 plots that flooded,
coyote brush, Mexican (blue) elderberry,
California rose, and California black-

LAUREN A. SINGLETON, STACY L. SMALL,
AND THOMAS GRIGGS
RIVER PARTNERS

TAKE HOME POINTS
• Coyote brush and Mexican (blue) elderberry are intolerant of flooding.
• Fremont cottonwood, buttonbush, Oregon ash, and black willow are tolerant of longduration flooding.
• Arroyo willow, sandbar willow, box elder, and valley oak are moderately tolerant.
• Rose and blackberry are less tolerant and recover more slowly.
• Restoration efforts should use plant species that have performed well under flood
conditions in sites that have long-duration flood potential.
• High ground should be used for flood-intolerant elderberry and coyote brush.
• Better drainage is needed to insure long-term survival of flood-intolerant species such
as elderberry.

berry fared poorly, with survival rates
of 0%, 1%, 16%, and 21%, respectively.
In two plots that underwent little to no
flooding, rates for the above-mentioned
species ranged from 62 to 100%. In an
effort to study species-specific adaptive
responses to a long-duration flood event,
all plants on the study plots in were
censused in 2007 to confirm death and
monitor long-term vigor of individuals that initially survived. A decrease
in survival from 2006 to 2007 may be
attributable to low water availability. The
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effects of depth and duration on plant
survival are also being addressed. Further
study is in preparation to 1) assess the
potential of altered flood regimes to
shift natural and restored riparian plant
community composition, and 2) explore
within-species genetic variation that allows riparian plant populations to survive
extreme flood conditions.
MORE
INFO? lsingleton@riverpartners.org

FLOODPLAINS

WILDLIFE RESPONSE TO A LARGE SCALE RIPARIAN
RESTORATION PROJECT AT SAN JOAQUIN RIVER
KENNETH M. GRIGGS AND
DENNIS W. WOOLINGTON
NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE
The goal of many ecological restoration
projects is to return degraded lands to
functioning habitats with ecosystem
processes similar to natural or reference
conditions. A key assumption is that
restoration will provide favorable conditions for the native wildlife community.
This assumption should be tested; and
monitoring of the effects of restoration
on wildlife should be an integral
component of restoration design and
implementation. However, evaluating
wildlife response to restoration is often
neglected due to project time constraints,
lack of funding, and the availability of
species experts. The recent and ongoing
riparian restoration project on San
Joaquin River National Wildlife Refuge
has provided the opportunity to develop
comprehensive wildlife and habitat
monitoring components early on. This
ongoing project, which is one of the
largest contiguous riparian restoration
efforts in the state of California, has
restored fallow agricultural land along
the San Joaquin River to 1,430 acres of
riparian forest and 700 acres of wetland
habitat. Fish & Wildlife Service biologists and project partners — including
the Endangered Species Recovery
Program, River Partners, Point Reyes
Bird Observatory, CSU Stanislaus, CSU
Fresno, and UC Berkeley — have studied
numerous species of mammals, birds,
herptofauna, and invertebrates, as well as
the restoration plantings.

characteristics of newly restored sites,
and make comparisons with native
riparian habitat. Many have documented
a trend of increased use by a variety
of species (e.g. neotropical migrants
[including the endangered least Bell’s
Vireo], and native small mammals),
while others have indicated that further
vegetation development is needed in
order to be optimal for some species
(e.g. riparian brush rabbit, and valley
elderberry longhorn beetle). The wide
breadth of taxa studied, scientifically
rigorous designs employed, and expertise
of partner organizations, have provided
the necessary data to adaptively plan
and implement riparian restorations and
accurately evaluate restoration progress
and success.
MORE
INFO? kenneth_griggs@fws.gov

Since 2002, over 10 research projects
have been initiated prior to or near the
commencement of restoration activities
to describe wildlife use and vegetation
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TAKE HOME POINTS
• Restored habitat is being colonized by
and/or supporting many wildlife taxa
or is on a trajectory to do so.
• Habitat needs to mature to be of maximum benefit to some species, including
the riparian brush rabbit and the valley
elderberry longhorn beetle.
• Nine attributes of restoration success
are being monitored.

FLOODPLAINS

PREDICTING BIRD ABUNDANCE
ASSOCIATED WITH
TRINITY RIVER RESTORATION
Riparian birds are one component of
monitoring the response of wildlife following implementation of the restoration
program. Riparian bird abundance is
expected to increase or be maintained
in the 40-mile treatment reach as the
complexity of riparian habitat from the
water’s edge to the upland boundary
of the floodplain increases. A set of
target riparian birds have been selected
for monitoring because they are good
indicators of riparian habitat conditions,
are of some management concern, and
can respond rapidly (in 1 to 2 years) to
changes in habitat. From point count
surveys conducted from 2002 to 2006,
we have developed statistical models to
predict abundance of target species from
a set of riparian habitat characteristics
including spatial arrangement, structural
complexity, vegetative characteristics,
and species composition. By monitoring
changes in habitat conditions and bird
abundance we can validate the predictive
models, identify trends, and estimate
population size for the set of target riparian bird species.
The yellow-breasted chat is one riparian
nesting species of concern that has been
selected for monitoring. We have found
chat abundance as high as 4 birds within
150 meters of a station with higher
numbers tending to be downstream of
Steiner Flat. About half of our stations
had chat detections. Our predictive
model suggests that higher abundance
of chats is associated with larger riparian habitat patches, presence of wet soil
plants, and Himalayan blackberry within

SHERRI L. MILLER, C. JOHN RALPH, PABLO
HERRERA, AND BILL HOGOBOOM
U.S. FOREST SERVICE

Several methods were used to select the best statistical models associated with target riparian
bird species abundances. Model results for the yellow-breasted chat showed several vegetative characteristics that were positively associated with abundance, while three geomorphic
variables were negatively associated with abundance. Yellow warbler abundance was
positively associated with several vegetation characteristics and habitat types. In addition,
yellow warblers were more abundant closer to the dam.
100 meters of the count station. Lower
abundance is associated with higher
percentages of tree cover, more bedrock
and medial bars within 100 meters of the
station, and arroyo willow at the count
station. In general, chats require larger
patches of habitat with a mix of riparian
plant species and structural complexity.
We will be able to use the parameter
estimates from the models to predict
the number of chats that will be present
at the station, reach, or 40-mile scale as
restoration and alluvial processes change
the riparian habitat over time.
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MORE
INFO? smiller02@fs.fed.us

FLOODPLAINS

MULTISCALE CONTROLS ON THE
DISTRIBUTION OF BLUE ELDERBERRY
IN THE CENTRAL VALLEY
Restoration efforts often focus on restoring vegetation states by manipulating
fine-scale, within-site processes, such
as plant establishment and moisture
regimes, or alternatively by manipulating
broad, landscape-scale processes, such as
river flow regimes, with little integration
of the two. The degree to which each of
these approaches is required for system
rehabilitation is often uncertain. We used
nested analyses to test hypotheses about
spatial patterns and the role of broadand fine-scale processes in structuring
populations of a facultative riparian
shrub, Sambucus mexicanus (blue
elderberry), in both dammed and
undammed rivers in California’s Central
Valley. The shrub has variable survival
rates and its habitat requirements are
not fully understood. Landscape gradi-

ent and local patch hierarchy analyses
revealed similar elderberry distribution
patterns among study sites on four rivers,
with similar controlling processes over
landscape but not local scales. Elderberry
presence across the floodplains was
primarily driven by hydrologic processes.
Elderberry abundance and size/age
structure within occupied floodplain
areas was driven by a diversity of forces
across rivers, including a fair bit of
uncertainty. Our findings revealed that
restoration of elderberry communities
should proceed within the window of
broad-scale upland riparian gradients
to ensure elderberry establishment. The
variability and uncertainty over fine
scales, however, necessitates an adaptive
restoration approach over these scales
and the use of multiple nearby reference

THERESA S. TALLEY AND ALEXANDER K. FREMIER
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS

sites, when possible, for assessing restoration success. Stochasticity (e.g., seed
dispersal by birds) may be an important
structural force.
MORE
INFO? tstalley@ucdavis.edu

TAKE HOME POINTS
• River hydrology can structure the upper
riparian zone, both through flooding
and water limitation.
• Basic habitat requirements (controls
of presence) may differ from habitat
quality (controls of abundance).
• Similar patterns do not necessarily
equate to similar processes.
• Stochasticity may be an important
structural force, especially at fine
scales.
• Broad-scale forces (hydrology and geomorphology) may delineate the extent
of restoration and reference areas.
• Multivariate, multi-scale studies inform
placement of plants along the gradient
and management tasks needed (irrigation, soil amendment).
• Spatial analyses reveal expected
patterns of growth with natural
recruitment.
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FLOODPLAINS

IN-CHANNEL VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
KENNETH SCHWARZ
IN SONOMA COUNTY
HORIZON WATER & ENVIRONMENT, LLC
JON NIEHAUS
SONOMA COUNTY WATER AGENCY

The Sonoma County Water Agency
(SCWA) manages over 80 miles of
flood control channels and several
miles of natural channels throughout
southern Sonoma County. SCWA
seeks to provide flood protection
while also protecting natural resources
in their channels. Rapid in-channel
vegetation growth (primarily willows,
cattails, and blackberries) constricts
flows and increases hydraulic roughness, thereby increasing water levels
and flooding potential. Additionally,
in-channel vegetation (particularly
downed trees along banks) can often
redirect flows into the opposite bank,
destabilizing the bank or causing
erosion. These channels also host
several non-native invasive plant species. SCWA has undertaken an active
Stream Maintenance Program including vegetation management, sediment
management, and bank stabilization
activities. For in-channel vegetation
management this has involved detailed
mapping and seasonal reconnaissance
of vegetation conditions. Based on
the type of channel, type of vegetation, degree of flood hazard, and the
sensitivity of natural resources, an appropriate vegetation removal, thinning,
or pruning technique is selected. For
willows, an effective approach has been
to thin and prune (particularly in their

lower heights) to reduce their channel
blockage and lessen hydraulic roughness. Where willows are supporting
more sensitive habitats or providing
functions such as shading the low-flow
channel or providing bank stability,
they are maintained and monitored.
Dense cattails are seasonally cut or
removed from channel beds to reduce
channel blockage. A longer-term approach to cattail management involves
increasing tree plantings along banks
where cattails grow to provide a more
shaded channel less favorable to cattail
growth.
MORE
INFO? ken@horizonh2o.com
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KATHRYN GAFFNEY
JONES & STOKES
JIM ROBINS
ALNUS ECOLOGICAL

TAKE HOME POINTS
• In-channel vegetation management
needs to avoid or minimize impacts
on sensitive species and high-value
downstream ecosystems.
• Willows, blackberries, and cattails can
reduce conveyance capacity.
• White alder can be planted to shade
the stream channel, discouraging cattail
growth.

FLOODPLAINS

RECONNECTING HABITATS AND
FLOODS IN AN URBAN AREA
The successful implementation of a
localized flood elevation reduction and
habitat protection project is a tribute
to our city’s goal of preserving and
enhancing riparian habitat, increasing
public access and stewardship, and
reducing localized flooding events, and
our desire to allow the river to exist in a
natural manner within an urban setting.
The diligence of two city departments
(Water Resources and Conservation
and the General Plan Administration
teams) persisted through negotiations
with property owners (partnering with

PAMELA TUFT AND
DEAN ECKERSON
CITY OF PETALUMA

TAKE HOME POINTS/LESSONS LEARNED
• Start with local conceptual plan.
• Take conceptual plan to regulatory agencies — touch base, get input.
• Design, analyze flood reduction benefit, redesign, reanalyze flood reduction benefit.
• Double-check your line of communication with consultant before they design.
• Consult with regulatory agencies during construction.
• Publicize progress throughout construction.
• Get community ownership/stewardship in restoration (actual planting).
• Watch for invasive weed species and react aggressively as soon as you see any
(we ended up hand pulling weeds using the California Conservation Corps).

Artistic
interpretive
signs were
installed as
part of the
project.

storm events with the preliminary grading; and design and build the project, all
with habitat preservation and enhancement in mind. Public education and
involvement were included to increase
understanding of the multi-phase project
starting with one small 1,000-foot length
of terrace and paths (Phase 2 is in the
planning stage).
MORE
INFO? ptuftaicp@comcast.net

Low Flow and Mid-Range Benches
the Trust for Public Land), consultant
selection and reselection, regulatory
permits, construction season deadlines
and constraints, and a flood event the day
after acceptance of the project. Funding
secured through the Department of
Water Resources’s Urban Streams
Restoration Program allowed the city to
purchase four riverfront parcels; prepare
preliminary grading sketches to create
mid-line flood terraces while maintaining
in-channel low flows; model the various
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